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Camping lamp Superfire T26, 420lm

Superfire T26 camping lamp
The handy Superfire T26 camping lamp guarantees even illumination regardless of the conditions. You can easily charge it with the Micro
USB cable  included in  the  package.  The  lamp generates  light  with  a  brightness  of  420 lm and a  range of  25  m²,  so  it  will  accurately
illuminate a campsite or create a unique atmosphere in the garden. It can operate for up to 6 h and offers 3 lighting modes. In addition, it
is equipped with a practical hook for easy installation.
 
A reliable source of lighting
Are you going on a camping trip? Or maybe you are organizing a party with friends in the garden? The Superfire lamp will be perfect for
any situation and will provide stable 360° illumination. With its high-end LED, the device generates light with a brightness of 420 lumens
and has a range of 25 m².
 
3 modes of operation
The camping lamp offers up to 3 lighting modes, so you can easily adjust its operation to suit your needs. Low, High and Strobe modes
are at your disposal. So you can use the device during a car emergency, an outdoor party, reading a book in the evening or fishing! In
addition, the environmentally friendly and energy-efficient light source is also an added bonus.
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Long working time
The device is  equipped with powerful  rechargeable batteries with a total  capacity of  3600 mAh, which allow for 6 h of  operation on a
single charge. To renew the energy, simply connect the lamp to a power source using the Micro USB cable you will find in the package.
After just about 8 h it will be ready to work again! 
 
Practical details 
The T26 model has a built-in display, from which you will learn about the current state of charge of the lamp. You will no longer have to
wonder when to plug in the device for charging! What's more, the lamp also has a functional hook that will make it easy for you to mount
it.
 
Included
Superfire T26 camping lamp
USB cable
User manual
Manufacturer
Superfire
Model
T26
Brightness
420 lm
Range
25 m²
Operating time
6 h
Charging time
8 h
Power supply
Rechargeable 18650 type lithium-ion battery
Battery capacity
3x 1200 mAh
Power
18 W
Water resistance
IP42
Lighting modes
Low, High and Strobe
Material
PC + ABS
Weight
490 g
Dimensions
φ99 x φ27 x 165 mm

Preço:

€ 9.50
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Atividades e lazer, Flashlight, Camping lamp
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